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atEAST Chairperson Report
Dear Parents, Students, Industry and Community Members,
While I welcome you all to the first formal report from me on behalf of atEAST for
2016, I must say that it has been an extremely busy and productive year so far, with
a great deal happening. By all measures it has certainly been a successful first
semester across all of our programs, with 215 students from our consortium schools
currently engaged as VCAL/SBATs, involving over 160 employers/hosts across 36
different industries! In providing these opportunities, we have also enlisted the
services of 25 different Registered Training Organisations (RTOs). Collectively this
has involved a huge effort from our tireless and dedicated team of atEAST staff, to
whom I’d like to extend a heart-felt thank you!
Despite this being only the first semester of the year, we have already had Industry
Award winners and special recognition of excellence amongst our students from the
employers and training organisations. Cameron Murphy from Yarra Hills Secondary
College was awarded the Overall 1st Year Plumbing Apprentice Award at Swinburne
University and TAFE, whilst Ethan Guest from Heathmont College is a finalist in the
Victorian School Based Apprentice of the Year Award – nominated by Holmesglen
TAFE and Skill Invest. Congratulations to you both on these fine efforts. Along with
this, we also have a selection of our current students graduating at the end of this
semester in their Certificate III in Early Education and Care and Certificate III in
Beauty Services. This is again an outstanding achievement and one we are very
proud of. Well done!
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As I often say, the ongoing partnership between our students, parents, employers,
training organisations, schools and atEAST is crucial in ensuring the success of all
individuals within our program. With this many participants in the partnership it can
sometimes seem complicated, however we thank you all for your continued positive
contribution to this relationship and trust you see the many benefits that arise from
the ongoing support and workplace training of our students, as well as the benefits
apparent for the industries themselves, in having a well-trained and prepared
workforce.
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SBATs at work

Congratulations to all the atEAST students who have embarked on their SBAT journey
in 2016 and well done to those who have returned to further their skills and complete
their program as Senior VCAL students.
This can be a complex program. Our students need to meet the demands of school:
their VCAL program, VCAA obligations and the general rules and regulations of being a
community member at their school. At TAFE the responsibilities change in these adult
learning focussed classrooms. The trainer is there to assist in the teaching and
developing of new skills but it is the student’s responsibility to complete the required
work demonstrating their competence. There are no time limits or deadlines put in place
so the students must be mature in their approach, work with their training plans and
know what they are expected to complete each year. At work, what is taught at school
and TAFE needs to be transferred to the work site. The students are adults in this
context. They have goals to reach, employers to please and all of a sudden the different
expectations become a huge learning curve of trying to make everyone happy including
the student themselves. It is like learning to juggle and atEAST applauds all of the
students for the efforts they have made in this transitioning stage of their education.
Thank you to all the atEAST employers for having the faith to employ our young people
as SBATs. The chance for them to remain in education whilst starting their career gives
them the opportunity to explore many pathways. Your work empowers our young people
to set themselves stretching goals, ask better questions, put into practise skills learned,
develop a growth mindset and resilience and to reflect and adapt. The outcomes for our
students, mentioned in the newsletter, is an indication of the important role you have in
developing our future leaders.

Fitness— Corey Henry

Auto—Lachlan MacGregor

The power of feedback for our students is a very important aspect of an apprenticeship
and traineeship. During our site visits the atEAST Field Officers delight in the
improvement of the students, the goals achieved and the sense of fulfilment expressed
by the students. The feedback we provide, we hope, inspires them to continue to grow
on this journey, gaining new skills daily and utilising these within their work place. It is
important that the students also get on-going feedback from the employers. Ask the
students “How do you think you went today” let them elaborate and then tell your side of
the story. Sometimes their idea of a ‘good day’ is not ours, so the feedback is an
important way to ensure there is an understanding of the expectations and level of
achievement.
The atEAST office is a hive of activity every day. With the organisation of school and
site visits, the writing of reports, visits to the RTO’s when the students are at training,
TAFE reporting, employer recruitment and dealing with the unexpected on a daily basis,
I am grateful to have such valuable and dedicated staff. Thank you to Bronwyn, Nerida,
Julia, Anthony and Pat for the work you do with the students and in the office creating
great outcomes for the atEAST students.

Food processing—Rochelle Jape
Carpentry—Ned McLaren

As always, we are here to assist the students, employers and parents with their queries
or concerns regarding aspects of the SBAT program. Please call our office or email and
we will respond as soon as we can.
It is a delight to work for atEAST and share in the student successes. We hope you
enjoy the Semester 1 newsletter for 2016.
Regards

Loretta Goldsmith
Food Processing—Theo Hansen
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Out & About with the atEAST Field Officers

It is always a pleasure visiting students whether it be at school, TAFE or work. The atEAST team develop great
relationships with the students, school teachers, TAFE teachers and employers throughout their SBAT journey
as we all have the common goal of successful outcomes for the students. Confidence is gaining and students
have great pride in showing us their achievements/outcomes that they have made. TAFE teachers too are impressed with the work students are delivering and employers love to show us the great work
SBAT’s are producing and relationships they are making. SBAT’s need to remember that all 3
components of the program (school, TAFE, work) are equally important. Although studies may
not be a highlight for the SBAT’s they need to complete the set work required in order to be
successful for an Intermediate or Senior VCAL pass plus their certificate completion. Be proud
of what you do. You ALL have something to offer in your chosen industries. Believe in yourself as we believe in you!
Bronwyn Pratt
atEAST Field Officer & Office Manager
SBATs at work
Carpentry—Liam Drake

Auto—Adam McNee

Childcare—Nicole Meadows

Warehousing—Jackson Bergoc

The students have made a great start to the year settling into the routine of school, work and TAFE, getting to
know routines, new systems, new people and new places. Some students have faced ‘hard to overcome’ challenges that have included Registered Training Organisations (RTO – TAFE) being shut down, others have lost
their jobs due to lack of work or re-structuring of the business. These obstacles are sometimes put before us and
it’s just a matter of pushing on, looking ahead and seeking other opportunities. I encourage the students not to be
disheartened and to remain positive and look to other horizons. Most changes to the students’ current situation
come about through no fault of their own, and therefore it’s important to remain focussed and upbeat.
For some students it has taken longer than expected to gain employment but I applaud them for continually seeking opportunities, sending through lists and acting promptly when asked to. From the atEAST team’s perspective
it is important to let us help you. You can do this by calling potential employers when we ask you to, get your
learners and be actively clocking up your driving hours (particularly if you are an apprentice). We have a few Year
12 Students who are under strict instructions from their employers to keep working on their driving hours or they
will not be taken on full time at the end of the year. If have you issues with having someone helping you gain driving hours then I encourage you to go on to the Vic Roads website and look at the mentoring program available –
you may be eligible. https://www.vicroads.vic.gov.au/licences/your-ps/get-your-ps/preparing-for-your-licence-test/
l2p-learner-driver-mentor-program
atEAST also believe that it is important for you all to start becoming more independent people over the journey
from Year 11 (Intermediate VCAL) to the end of Year 12 (Senior VCAL). You can do this by – catching public
transport to school/work/TAFE if possible, getting yourself out of bed in the morning, planning the next days
needs by yourself (i.e. what do I need for school/work/TAFE tomorrow), gaining hours on your learners, setting
your calendar for your next TAFE block, advising your employer well before the block arrives, applying for holiday
leave yourself and not relying on your parents’ to do it for you, saving for a car, ensuring
you have your uniform/work clothes washed ready for your day at work/TAFE etc. These
things will not only help your family life but will help you at work also. It is also a time for
parents to start letting go and stepping back and helping their student become more independent.
Well done to all of you and keep working hard to achieve your set goals.
Nerida Parsons
atEAST Field Officer
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Out & About with the atEAST Field Officers

Over the last year and a half, since commencing work with atEAST, I have learnt a lot about the atEAST program and the important role it plays in the lives of the students. This year I was given the opportunity to become a Field Officer, which has been
a great experience to get to know the students outside of the office and their pictures on a computer screen and to see how
much they love being a part of the program. During Term 1 and 2 I have visited students on building sites, at residential houses
under renovation, working in warehouses, gyms, cafes and restaurants. It has been great to see students continually improving
on their skills and knowledge and how they have worked hard to overcome any challenges in and out of the workplace. For
many students they are exceeding expectation at work, showing enthusiasm, initiative and an eagerness to learn. For other students they are slowly building up their confidence and moving outside of their comfort zone which has opened their eyes to a
range of different possibilities whether at work or outside of work.
It has been a pleasure to see the students progress in the workplace; however, it is important that they are putting in the same
amount of effort into their School and TAFE studies. The skills and knowledge they are learning through TAFE and school contribute to helping them succeed in the workplace and further enhance their employability skills. Our students need to make sure
that they are attending school each week and TAFE at their allocated weekly or block times, completing the work that is given to
them and following instructions from the atEAST staff. Doing well in all these components will see students successfully complete their VCAL program as well as their School Based Apprenticeships and Traineeships.
As always thank you to the employers, TAFEs and schools for supporting the students and doing the
best you can to make sure they succeed. Students always remember that if you need any extra support at either TAFE, school or work communicate with your teachers, atEAST staff, TAFE teachers or
employers. We are all there to support you and want you to have a successful VCE program.

Julia Larn
atEAST Administration & Field Officer

SBATs at TAFE

Corey Henry

Connor Morton

2nd Year Childcare Students

Alysha Little
Makeup by Bec Saltum

Taylah Plancke & Matt St
Nyrie Webb & Kiana Bilinski
Max Tilley

Friday Fitness Class

Elise Saunders

Ellie Claxton

Alysha Roach
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Out & About with the atEAST Field Officers

This Year has been very different for me only working 1 day a week in the Field Officer role. Despite the
reduced time I have spent with the students, employers and TAFE teacher’s one pleasing aspect I have
found this year is the growing relationship they are having with atEAST. One of my main roles this year
is to see students in the construction industry in the workplace and at TAFE. Employers and TAFE
teachers alike have been extremely generous and helpful when I have needed to get feedback regarding atEAST students. This has allowed for efficient reports and any issues that have arisen to be dealt
with as soon as possible. Feedback and co-operation in this area should not be underestimated in ensuring transparency, accountability and support of the students in the program.
Overall the students I have visited are punctual, demonstrate an eagerness to complete whatever task
is given to them and are moving forward in their role and TAFE studies. A healthy relationship between
employer and student is vital and again this has been a highlight of my visits so far, with many employers going above their duties in supporting our students. Such examples include; Employers picking up
students from their homes or stations, helping students get hours up on their Learners and being a caring significant adult outside of the work context. It is vitally important that students look to work with employers to make things as easy as possible whilst also giving a clear perception to their Supervisor that
they are enthusiastic, interested and willing to do any task given to them. This perception often requires
students to communicate well, be confident and retain information so that employers do not have to explain the same thing multiple times. TAFE teacher’s reports have also been informative and allowed us
to follow up any at risk students whilst also encouraging students excelling in their studies.
As we move into Semester 2, Year 12 students should ensure they put their
best foot forward as they look to hopefully securing full time employment with
their employers for 2017. Year 11 students on the other hand need to apply
themselves to ensure they are moving forward and giving employers every reason to continue to invest in their apprenticeship. Thanks again to all employers
and TAFE teachers for their support of the atEAST program and the students,
we could not exist without your ongoing support.
Anthony Smith
atEAST Field Officer

SBATs at work and TAFE

Landscaping—Isaac Boye

Childcare—Maddy Seamer-Scoon

Fitness—Giann Legaspi

Carpentry—Ned McLaren

First year SBATs Personal Development Day
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Adriana Di Camillo (Doncaster Secondary College)
In March we had an induction day with atEAST and we met students from other schools that
are doing other apprenticeships & traineeships with atEAST. We were split into groups and
all the groups were all put into different rooms. We got to do a wide range of activities which
helped us interact with other people; helped us with social skills; and taught us a lot of things
about each other.
We had a police officer come and talk to us about bullying and drinking and showed what a
standard drink looks like when you pour a spirit or wine in a glass. She also spoke about a
boy who got bullied so bad that he ended up taking his life. This was very effective because
it taught everyone not to bully and that a bystander can be the person who can be the most
effective person to stop the bully.
I really enjoyed the activity with a martial arts teacher who gave us exercises to complete.
I gained a lot more confidence from this induction day and it really taught me that there
is always support and that there are always ways to work things out and make them better.
I am so grateful for this experience and I would definitely recommend this program to anyone
who needs help to figure out their career and to help them be more socially confident and
develop skills.

Student Professional Development Day March 2016

Childcare - Hannah Butler

atEAST VCAL Achievements
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Cameron Murphy (Yarra Hills Secondary College)
My name is Cameron Murphy and I work for Choice One Plumbing. I've been with them for almost
two years. The jobs that I have done are digging trenches, installing taps, repairing pipe, gas fitting,
solving drainage issues, roofing and many other jobs.
I love working at Choice One Plumbing because apart from the pay, I am learning a lot. My boss
Shaun is easy to get along with and a great mentor to me, he has taught me a lot.
I also attend Swinburne TAFE where I learn the theory and practical sides of the plumbing industry.
I won the award of Apprentice of the Year for Swinburne TAFE a couple of months ago. I won this because I have done
well at TAFE, school and with my employer. They commented that I also won this because I’m
punctual, I use my initiative and I work well with my boss. Also that I was very organized and good
at managing my time and the tasks that need doing.
I hope to finish my apprenticeship with Choice One Plumbing and become qualified.
atEAST would like to congratulate Cameron on his award.

Ethan Guest (Heathmont College)
Congratulations to Ethan Guest who is a finalist in the 2016 Training Awards. Ethan was nominated
by Holmesglen for the Victorian School Based Apprentice of the Year award. A great honour considering how many school based apprentices Holmesglen support.
Ethan had to write a 2000 word application which was then submitted to a panel. Ethan was then
chosen as a finalist and had an extensive interview in front of a panel of industry specialists.
Ethan was asked a range of different questions about the industry, what he has been doing at TAFE and work and how
he combines this with his schooling.
The finalists are all invited to Crown Palladium on August 26th, where the winner will be announced.
Ethan is very proud of himself and believes that this has been a great opportunity. atEAST and Heathmont College are
also proud of Ethan's achievements here and wish him luck for August 26th.

atEAST is very proud of the successful outcomes achieved by our Senior VCAL students in 2015
74% of students are continuing in their employment established by atEAST
9% of students have commenced with new employers in their field of study
8% of students are completing full time study at higher education institutes in diploma,
advanced diploma, associate degrees and degrees
3% are participating in a GAP year
4% are completing a Year 13 at their schools to complete their SBAT program
2% are seeking alternative employment
Well done to all these students for their great work and we wish you all continued success.
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Student Articles

Work in Fitness - Corey Mitchell (Upwey High School)
Hi, my name is Corey Mitchell and I attend Upwey High School. I am doing year
11 and I am completing an SBAT course. I am doing a Certificate III in Fitness
while completing my Intermediate VCAL certificate.
In my week I go to Upwey on Monday and Tuesday and work through four
classes – Literature, Numeracy, Personal Development Skills and Work Related
Skills. On Wednesday I go to sage Institute of Fitness where I am completing
my Certificate III in Fitness. On Thursday I go to my work placement at Jetts
Gym in Rowville and work from 10.00am to 5.30pm.
My fitness course is located in the city on Spencer Street. In the course we learn
about the muscles and bones in our body and we also learn about customer
service and how to treat our clients’ needs correctly.

Work in Arboriculture—Zane Frith-Belvedere (Monbulk College)
Trees have always been something that have interested me, and from the start of year 10 I knew that joining
the VCAL program to pursue a career as an Arborist was the best choice for me. In the space of those two
years, I’ve worked for many different companies around the eastern suburbs, and I find that the work, which
mainly involves climbing, cutting, and pruning with some maintenance related skills, has been a great way to
merge a career and my passion for the outside world. I do jobs at work such as operating the chainsaw to trim
and cut fallen logs, fell trees, and prune branches. Physical labour and strength are also a major part of the job,
as heavy lifting, dragging and general muscle power is needed to use many tools and preform multiple tasks.
On May the 14th, I attended the annual VTIO’s (Victorian Tree
Industry Organization) ArborCamp which ran over three days.
Though I only attended for one day, there were multiple
technique and theory related courses and shows devoted to
many aspects of tree care such as pruning and tree diagnosis,
and even other activates that were simply there for fun, such as
outdoor laser-tag, archery, and an axe throwing competition in
which I won a Muller Hatchet. All in all it was an incredibly
enjoyable weekend, and I will definitely be attending next year.
Zane far left with his hatchet

Student Articles
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VCAL Student Profile – Meg Stow (Aquinas College)
My name is Meg Stow; I am currently a Year 12 VCAL student at Aquinas College in Ringwood. Right now I am
studying my Certificate III in Early Childhood Education and Care. With the guidance and mentorship of
Bronwyn and Loretta from atEAST I have been able to do my study through sage Institute of Child Care and it
has been an amazing journey so far and it is still going!
Working in the child care industry has been a dream of mine since I was about 4 years old. I clearly remember
setting up a ‘Classroom’ in the toy room at home and pretending to play ‘teachers’, reading Winnie the Pooh
over and over again and then writing on a big window as a white board. So to me, being in the industry is a
dream come true.
I started my Traineeship in Year 11 as an Intermediate VCAL student, doing VET studies through Box Hill TAFE at Fair Hills High
School. This was a good starting point and I enjoyed going to VET each Wednesday and then using the skills that I had learnt in the class
room. Out in the workplace, I began a work placement set up for a term at Highvale Kindergarten and then Birchfield Child Care Centre.
This was a great start to my studies, but when atEAST offered me a position in an SBAT class at Sage, I took it up immediately, I was
excited to be studying in a new place in a professional environment; I was ready for that next step. At the time I was nervous and I wasn’t
sure what to expect, but since then I haven’t regretted the decision at all. I enjoy being at sage, the trainer Claire is amazing. I am in a
class of students who are also SBAT students, who also have the passion to enrich children’s start to life.
The best part of the traineeship and the VCAL program is being able to learn the skills and then put it in to play while working in the
industry. I am personally a ‘hands on’ person and to learn something I need to see it and be able to do it myself not just hear it. So work
placement is the best opportunity to put my skills, that I have learnt in the classroom, into practice. At work my role includes, watching
educators to learn how they do things in the industry, interacting and engaging in play with the children, resetting the experiences in and
outdoors and asking lots of questions. I also complete different parts of a folder given to me by sage called a ‘work placement folder’, the
folder is split up into age groups. So as you move through the rooms, you complete a different set of tasks matched to the particular
room.

VCAL Student Profile—Josh Kleeberg (East Doncaster Secondary College)
Hi my name is Josh Kleeberg and I am a Year 12 VCAL student at East Doncaster Secondary College and I am currently studying my
Diploma of Fitness at sage Institute of Fitness while also working at Equlibrium Health and Fitness.
I started my journey at the end of Year 10 where I had no idea what I wanted to with my career and I didn’t really enjoy school because
there was nothing I was interested in. So in Year 11 I decided I wanted to do VCAL and as I really enjoyed going to the gym and living a
healthy lifestyle. I decided I would do my Certificate III in Fitness and after the first few weeks I absolutely loved it and continued doing
further research online and reading articles and everything just to further my knowledge. You can ask all my friends as well and they will
say that I’m obsessed.
After one of the best years of my life studying my Cert III and working in a gym I was keen to move up to the next step of my career and
start a Cert IV in Fitness for Year 12 but unfortunately we weren’t able to find a course that would run in conjunction with school and the
SBAT program and I knew I didn’t want to do anything else but fitness because it is my absolute passion. After many weeks of searching
and getting close to the start of the school year, I didn’t have a course lined up, so I had a meeting with Nerida from atEast and she
suggested I could do the Diploma of Fitness and skip the Cert IV. If you don’t know this, is a very big jump
but I knew that I could do it because it was my one and only passion in life. I thank Nerida for getting everything set up perfectly as she had to get permission from the Apprenticeship board for me to do the Diploma
as a school student because usually they don’t allow school students to do a diploma.
The Step from the Cert III to the Diploma has been a huge, challenging path but I have loved every moment
of it. The Cert III required me to be at sage once a week from 9-3pm to be completed in October but the
Diploma requires 2 days a week from 9-4pm but I have also gone early some days to do some extra work to
further my knowledge. I will complete this course in late February 2017. Once I have completed my Diploma
I am looking at going to university to study a Bachelor in Exercise Science and I am looking forward to what
the Fitness industry has in store for me as I wouldn’t want to do anything else.
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Student Articles
VCAL Student Profile – Luke Wheatcroft (Rowville Secondary College)
My name is Luke Wheatcroft, I am a first year Electrical School Based Apprentice currently studying at
Rowville Secondary College. When I am not at school on Monday and Tuesday I am working with my
boss from L&G Electrical services doing electrical work Wednesday, Fridays and some weekends. I
am also attending Swinburne University on a Thursday currently studying my Certificate III in
Electrotechnology.

I really enjoy this industry because my boss makes me feel welcome and treats me really well. Over the
last year and a half I have learnt a lot about the electrical industry and have had the opportunity to undertake a range of
different tasks. Some of those tasks include rough ins, fans, lights, switches, power points, 3 phase plugs and outlets. I
really enjoy my schooling because it is teaching me good knowledge and skills for later on in life. TAFE is also really well
structured because we break up the theory of it with practical tasks.

SBATs at
work

Childcare—Hannah Butler

Childcare—Michael
Tracey

Auto – Mitchell Slaney

Hairdressing—Jacqui Dyson

Childcare—Nyrie Webb

Auto—Jake Bartlett
Beauty—Hollie Iedema

Pastry—Teasha Northby

Cabinet making—Ronan Shade

Hairdressing—Natarsha Cannestra
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Student Articles
RYDA Program

Jake Siewert (Rowville Secondary College—Eastern Campus)
Earlier in the school year the Senior atEAST Year 12 VCAL students had an excursion to the RYDA
Driving Education Centre which was held at the new Box Hill TAFE in Lilydale. The day was broken
up into 4 different sessions, with every session aimed at educating us about the importance of driving safely on our roads and looking after our mates to ensure they don’t make dumb decisions like
speeding and drink driving when they get their license.
One of the most powerful sessions was when we had a presentation from a young guy who had
drink driven home one night, crashed his car and now has a mental disability as a result of his stupid decision. Another
interesting session that really hit home was the information about a young Australian girl who served in the army who was
killed on the roads due to a mistake of trying to overtake a slow car. It really hit home with me about how easily this could
happen and I’m sure this lesson will stay with me for years to come.
Overall the day was great and was definitely beneficial for us to go to. If the RYDA program only saves a few lives it’s well
worth it!
Thanks to atEAST for supporting and organising the day for the Senior VCAL students in our schools.

The Homeless Project—Rowville Secondary College—Eastern Campus
As part of our Year 12 Personal Development class we complete a range of learning tasks and activities aimed at teaching
us about social diversity. A big part of social diversity is homelessness and disadvantaged people that live in the city of
Melbourne. In class we learn about what it means to be homeless or be from a disadvantaged background, we also learn
about how people unfortunately end up homeless or disadvantaged and how this can effect their lives.
Outside of the classroom our teacher gets us to complete community projects that have to benefit members of the
community in some way, most of us choose to volunteer our time at organisations such as the Salvation Army or with the
St Vincent De Paul soup vans. We also go and cook food for the disadvantaged people of Melbourne at the Fareshare
food kitchen, here we work as a team and prepare over 1500 meals! We also do some work with Urban Seed who look
after homeless people in the city. The best part about this is that we get to play a charity cricket match alongside some of
their regular visitors to the Café Credo. We also recently completed a pasta and rice drive to help feed the people of Melbourne.

Lachlan Boye (Heathmont College)
My name is Lachlan and I’m a part of the VCAL atEAST program. I’m at school for 2 days of the week, at work 2 days and
TAFE for one day. I’m doing my School Based Apprenticeship in Automotive at Patterson Cheney Holden. The tasks I do
there is mostly car servicing and general duties such as sweeping, mopping and changing mop bucket. I did get to help out
with a couple of motor and transmission swaps. I go to the Ringwood Training for my TAFE. At
TAFE we mostly do practical work and a reasonable amount theory as we do most of our learning
through practical work and finish up with the theory.
I spend most of my afternoon training for swimming, I am a National Qualifying swimmer and I’m a
part of the sport team. In September I am going to Darwin with the team for this year’s school
sports event. This year I have had to juggle school, TAFE, work and swimming which has been a
challenge. To make sure that I can keep on top of everything I have to be organised and be committed to all 4 aspects. I have enjoyed my year so far and I look forward to learning more in TAFE
and at work.

We are often asked about the supervision of apprentices and trainees.
This extract is from Skills Victoria.
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A GUIDE TO THE SUPERVISION OF APPRENTICES
AND TRAINEES
Supervision is a key element of the Training Contract between an employer and their apprentice/trainee.
Supervision in the workplace is critical to enabling the apprentice/trainee to become competent within a safe
work environment.
Levels of supervision vary according to the working conditions and progress in the apprentice’s/trainee’s
confidence and abilities. This guide aims to assist employers to provide supervision arrangements that are not
only sufficient for their apprentice or trainee at any particular time but that also meet legislative (legal)
requirements.

Supervision staff
The employer, workplace supervisor or workplace coach have the following supervising responsibility:


Assessing whether the workplace is an appropriate environment for the apprentice/trainee.
Deciding what level of supervision should apply at various stages of the apprenticeship/
traineeship.



Ensuring that the apprentice/trainee is given opportunities to learn and practice skills in
structured training and on-the-job.



A more ‘hands on’ role, teaching, training, mentoring and monitoring progress on a daily
basis.

Supervising progress
The competency of an apprentice or trainee depends on successful demonstration of:
• Task skills
Being able to competently carry out a given task or a specific piece of work.
• Task management
Learning to plan ahead and manage several different tasks side-by-side.
• Contingency management
Coping with the unexpected, and confidently undertaking appropriate jobs that are unusual or that depart
from the normal routine.
• Overall job management
Dealing appropriately with the demands of the work environment and the employer and working satisfactorily
with others at all levels.
Note: The Occupational Health and Safety Act 2005 requires that employers provide the necessary supervision
to allow their employees to work in a safe manner without risk to their health. The advice in this guide does
not remove or limit an employer’s duty under Occupational Health and Safety legislation, or under any
Legislation or common law relating to duty of care and negligence.
Levels of supervision and when they apply
Apprentices and trainees need varying levels of supervision as they acquire skills and gain confidence. This
supervision falls into two categories: Direct and General. Apprentices/trainees begin learning a particular skill
under Direct Supervision. When they achieve competence in the skill they move to General Supervision while
they are undertaking work where that skill is required.
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Direct Supervision
Direct Supervision is one-on-one supervision. It is essential for every new apprentice or trainee and must be
maintained in the teaching of a particular skill until the apprentice/trainee has been officially deemed
competent in that skill.
Direct Supervision can be provided by the employer, the Workplace Supervisor, Workplace
Coach or another qualified employee.
If an apprentice or trainee becomes competent in one particular skill (and it has been signed off by the
Registered Training Organisation – the RTO), they do not move from Direct Supervision to General
Supervision for other skills that they are still learning or have yet to learn under Direct Supervision. In reality,
they will be moving from Direct to General Supervision on a regular basis as they become competent in
additional skills.
This means the Workplace Coach is to work with the apprentice/trainee, constantly reviewing the work
practices and standard of the apprentice’s work. A Workplace Coach with appropriate experience must be
on site the vast majority of the time.
General Supervision
General Supervision is a stage that apprentices or trainees enter as they gain skills that allow them to function
more independently of Direct Supervision. They will be moving from Direct to General Supervision in respect
of different skills as they train in and become competent in those skills.
To work under General Supervision, the apprentice or trainee will have had their competence formally
assessed (as with Direct Supervision). It is expected that they will also have gained enough experience to
undertake a task to the same standard as staff qualified in that skill.
This underlines the need for the apprentice/trainee to have regular attendance of the Workplace Coach on
site. A Workplace Coach with appropriate experience is required to check the work being performed and
provide the apprentice with associated instructions and assistance.
Employer responsibility
Whoever undertakes the training, the employer remains responsible for the quality and safety of the training,
and both the Direct and General Supervision being provided. This also allows the employer to ensure that the
apprentice/employee is made aware of just how the employer wants them to be involved in the business, so
that a good employer-employee understanding is reached, for the benefit of all.

Summary
It is the employer’s responsibility to guide the apprentice/trainee through their training via the stages of Direct
and General Supervision. The employer is assisted by:
• the Workplace Supervisor, who provides training
• the Workplace Coach, who acts as mentor as well as trainer
• the Training Plan, which provides details of the tasks to be completed
 advice from an Apprenticeship Field Officer, if desired.
Only when an apprentice/trainee under Direct Supervision has been assessed as competent in a skill or set of
skills, and this has been documented (‘signed off’) by the RTO, can the employer allow them to progress to
General Supervision for that skill or set of skills. This procedure must apply to all tasks or skills until the
apprenticeship or traineeship is complete.

Special Deals for Students
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PLEASE PASS THIS INFORMATION ON TO ALL YOUR STUDENTS WHO MAY BE ELIGIBLE:

1/2 Price Car Registration
50% off car registration for eligible trade apprentices
Effective 1 January 2016
Are you or somebody you know a trade apprentice? You could be eligible for a 50% discount on your
12-month car registration from the 1st of January 2016, a saving of up to $385.70.

Eligibility
To claim a trade apprentice discount, the applicant must:

be registered as an apprentice with the Victorian Registrations Qualification Authority (VRQA) in an eligible course
(See below)

be the registered operator of the light motor vehicle (motorcycles, trailers and mobile plant are excluded)

not already have a concession applied to the vehicle (except for discounts for hybrid and electric passenger vehicles)

be using the vehicle for work purposes, including travelling to multiple and varied work sites (this does not include
commuting or travel to and from a single work site)

hold a current driver licence

not already have a trade apprentice discount applied on another vehicle.

How to apply
For registrations due on or after 1 January 2016, trade apprentices can check their eligibility and apply online at Vic roads
after receiving their renewal notice.
Apprentices will need to provide their Victorian Registration and Qualifications Authority (VRQA) registration number, vehicle
registration number and driver licence number to apply. The use of a vehicle or work purposes will be verified with the apprentice's employer.
For more information, see vicroads

Trade Apprentice Vehicle Registration Discount
Please note: The eligible qualifications list for the trade apprentice registration
discount reflects a government decision. VRQA personnel do not have any power to grant a discount to apprentices that are
not on the eligible qualifications list as set out below.
Additionally, some apprentices that are on the eligible qualifications list may not receive a discount because of other criteria
as specified by VicRoads. For the full eligibility criteria, please refer to the VicRoads website.
Applicants will need to allow seven days for their application to be processed.
Eligible qualifications
To be eligible to access the discount, trade apprentices must be enrolled in an approved qualification in one of the following
areas.
Apprenticeships considered include:

* Air-conditioning and Refrigeration
* Bricklaying/Block laying
* Electrical Fitting
* Electro technology Electrician, Electrical Instrumentation or
Electro technology Systems Electrician

* Furniture Making
* Glass and Glazing
* Painting and Decorating
* Refrigeration and Air-conditioning
* Shop fitting
* Stonemasonry
* Wall and Floor Tiling

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Appliance Service
Carpentry or Carpentry and Joinery
Electrical Machine Repair
Fire Protection
Floor Coving and Finishing or Floor Technology
General Construction
Joinery
Plumbing
Roof Tiling
Solid Plastering
Wall and Ceiling Lining

Please be aware of the following information about WorkCover.
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Apprentices And Trainees—WorkCover
If you employ apprentices and/or trainees
If you hire any apprentices and/or trainees – EVEN IF YOU ONLY HIRE ONE – you must be registered for
WorkCover insurance in place, regardless of the size of your rateable remuneration.
Some apprentice/trainee remuneration is exempt from WorkCover insurance and for that reason it is
important that you are aware of certain restrictions and qualifications that apply.
Remuneration is exempt if the apprentice and/or trainee:



is an apprentice or trainee within the meaning of the Education & Training Reform Act 2006; and



has entered into an authorised training agreement with an employer; and



has not worked for their current or a 'former employer' for the two year period prior to the
commencement of the training agreement unless all the following conditions are met:



it was for no more than 12 months in total



it was for no more than 3 months full-time



if the person worked under a previous training agreement with their current or a 'former employer',
then the gap between the current agreement and the previous agreement must be less than three
months.
Apprentice and trainee remuneration is made exempt under Ministerial Declaration. This Declaration is
available in the Government Gazette of 21 April 2005 (General Gazette 16), on page
778 www.gazette.vic.gov.au



Please note all atEAST students meet the criteria for remuneration to be exempt.

Competency Based Completion
What is competency?
Competency is the consistent application of knowledge and skill to the standard of performance required in the workplace.

All apprenticeships in Victoria are competency based.
Training Packages are made up of units of competency endorsed by industry. Apprentices are assessed
against these units of competency by a Registered Training Organisation (RTO).
Apprentices can demonstrate competency through successfully doing a task, exercise or activity.
This way, apprentices may complete their training program at their own rate based on their own abilities.
Employers assist apprentices to gain the necessary skills in the workplace by aligning the apprentice’s
tasks with what they are learning through their RTO. Employers then need to confirm with the RTO once the
apprentice is able to apply the skills to the standard required in the workplace.

Are all apprenticeships under competency based completion arrangements?
Yes, all Victorian apprenticeships are under competency based completion arrangements. Only
apprenticeships that commenced in 2010 or earlier are time-based. Traineeship have always been
competency based.

How is competency assessed?
Competency is assessed by a Registered Training Organisation (RTO). Apprentices can demonstrate
competency through successfully doing a task, exercise or activity. Employers then need to confirm that the
apprentice is able to apply the same skills in the workplace.

Payslip information for Apprentices and Trainees
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A number of employers and students have asked about the need for payslips for the apprentices and trainees.
The following has been provided by FairWork Australia.
Pay slips
Pay slips ensure that employees receive the correct pay and entitlements and allow employers to keep accurate and
complete records.
When are pay slips given?
Pay slips have to be given to an employee within 1 working day of pay day, even if an employee is on leave.
How are pay slips given?
Pay slips have to be in either electronic form or hard copy. Electronic pay slips
must have the same information as paper pay slips.
What has to be on a pay slip?
Pay slips have to cover details of an employee’s pay for each pay period.
Below is a list of what to include:


employer’s and employee’s name



employer’s Australian Business Number (if applicable)



pay period



date of payment



gross and net pay



if the employee is paid an hourly rate:


the ordinary hourly rate



the number of hours worked at that rate



the total dollar amount of pay at that rate



any loadings, allowances, bonuses, incentive-based payments, penalty rates or other paid entitlements that
can be separated out from an employee’s ordinary hourly rate



the pay rate that applied on the last day of employment



any deductions from the employee's pay, including:





the amount and details of each deduction



the name, or name and number of the fund / account the deduction was paid into

any superannuation contributions paid for the employee’s benefit, including:
the amount of contributions made during the pay period (or the amount of contributions that need to be
made)
the name and/or number of the superannuation fund the
contributions were made to.

Should leave balances be on a pay slip?
While it is best practice to show an employee’s leave balances on
their pay slip, it’s not a requirement. Employers do need to tell
employees their leave balance if they ask for it.
www.fairwork.gov.au/pay/pay-slips-and-record-keeping/pay-slips
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New Trade Support Loan repayment laws
A number of the atEAST apprentices have utilised the
opportunity of a Trade Support Loan. Please be aware

of these new laws.

Thursday, February 18, 2016
New laws for the repayment of Higher Education Loan Programme (HELP) and Trade Support Loan (TSL) debt are now in
force. Until now, people who took out a loan and moved overseas did not have to repay their debt as long as they remained
offshore.
From 1 January 2016, people with a HELP or TSL debt who leave Australia and intend to be overseas for more than six
months, or who have already been overseas for six months, will be required to register their details with the Australian
Taxation Office.
From 1 July 2017, people overseas who have a HELP or TSL debt will be obliged to make compulsory repayments on their
loan if they earn above the repayment income. For the 2015-16 financial year, this threshold is $54,126.
The incentives for apprentices to complete their qualification still remain – a 20% discount will be applied to a loan if they
have successfully completed their qualification.
Ensuring that apprentices and students are aware of their obligations before they take out a loan is important. Apprentices,
particularly those under the age of 18, need to be aware of the financial ramifications of taking out the loan.
Recovering student and apprentice loan debt from overseas residents makes the system fairer for everyone, and will help
improve the sustainability of Australia’s income-contingent student loan system.
Working together

The Department of Education and Training, the Australian Taxation Office and the Department of Immigration and Border
Protection will share data to support overseas TSL debt recovery arrangements. The Government is also considering
entering into debt recovery arrangements with the United Kingdom and New Zealand.
A fairer system for all

Ensuring that people living overseas and earning above the minimum repayment threshold repay their debt will help make
these loan programmes sustainable, and also fairer for everyone.
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to all our Employers and Hosts
Industry

Employer/Host Name

Suburb

Aged Care

RGIT—Aged Care

MELBOURNE

Aged Care

sage - Aged Care

MELBOURNE

Animal —Host

Animal Aid Coldstream

COLDSTREAM

Animal

RGIT—Animal

MELBOURNE

Automotive

Barry Rodgers Auto Repairs

MONBULK

Automotive

Bayswater Automotive

BAYSWATER

Automotive

Ferntree Gully Honda

FERNTREE GULLY

Automotive

Glen Waverley Holden

GLEN WAVERLEY

Automotive

Lilydale Brake & Clutch

LILYDALE

Automotive

Patterson Cheney Holden

VERMONT

Automotive

Ringwood Honda

RINGWOOD

Automotive

Skill Invest

DANDENONG

Automotive

Vehicle Tech

LILYDALE

Automotive—Host

BMW Doncaster

DONCASTER

Automotive—Diesel

Yarra Junction Auto Repairs

YARRA JUNCTION

Beauty

Bee Brazilian - Clayton South

CLAYTON SOUTH

Beauty

Emma Louise Beauty

RINGWOOD EAST

Beauty
Beauty

Inspiring Beauty and Massage Training Academy
It’s All Glamed Up Nail Design

RINGWOOD
MOOROOLBARK

Beauty

Spoilt Rotten Beauty

MOUNT WAVERLEY

Bricklaying

DLR Brickwork

OLINDA

Bricklaying

RJ Foster Bricklaying

LANGWARRIN

Business Administration

RGIT—Business Administration

MELBOURNE

Business Administration
Business Administration—
Host
Business Administration—
Host
Business Administration—
Host
Cabinet Making

sage—Business Administration

MELBOURNE

3 Fold Resources

DANDENONG SOUTH

Jansen Walsh Grace Lawyers

WANTIRNA

PNT Towing

CRANBOURNE NORTH

Adam Brothers Joinery

COLLINGWOOD

Cabinet Making

Complete Display Equipment

ROWVILLE

Cabinet Making

Halen Vans

LILYDALE

Cabinet Making

SATC Interiors

COCKATOO

Carpentry

Adriaan Vandelaak

UPWEY

Carpentry

Corrben Homes

NUNAWADING

Carpentry

CV Carpentry

MOUNT DANDENONG

Carpentry

DANAB Constructions

DOREEN

Carpentry

Dean Peel

MOUNT EVELYN

Carpentry

G & V Robinson

UPPER BEACONSFIELD

Carpentry

Grain Building

CROYDON SOUTH

Carpentry

Hughson Building Services

SASSAFRAS

Carpentry

Humecon

RINGWOOD NORTH

Carpentry

Jacaranda Industries

MELBOURNE

Carpentry

J F Tonkin & Co

SURREY HILLS

Carpentry

J R & J N Hicks

WHEELERS HILL

Carpentry

Jodans Building Services Pty Ltd

PAKENHAM

Carpentry

JSL Carpentry

MOUNT EVELYN

Carpentry

Krackers Constructions

ROWVILLE

Carpentry

LMAK Constructions Pty Ltd

UPWEY

Carpentry

Mick Montell Carpentry

BORONIA

Carpentry

Mick Hoogen Building & Maintenance

DONCASTER EAST
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to all our Employers and Hosts

Industry

Employer/Host Name

Suburb

Carpentry

Neige Constructions

BELGRAVE

Carpentry

P & L Francis Carpentry

MONBULK

Carpentry

Paul's windows

HEALESVILLE

Carpentry

Roger Goode

CROYDON

Carpentry

Spirito Construction

BAYSWATER

Carpentry

Total Build Construction Pty Ltd

DONCASTER EAST

Childcare

RGIT—Childcare

MELBOURNE

Childcare

SAGE— Early Childhood Education and Care

ELSTERNWICK

Childcare—Host

Children's House of Early Learning

MOUNT EVELYN

Childcare—Host

Community Kids Early Learning

HEATHMONT

Childcare—Host

Cuddly Bear Childcare

HEATHMONT

Childcare—Host

Dandenong Ranges Childcare Centre

UPWEY

Childcare—Host

First Grammar

Childcare—Host

Good Start Early Learning Centre

WANTIRNA SOUTH
FERNTREE GULLY,
WANTIRNA & ROWVILLE

Childcare - Host

Honey Beez Early Learning Centre

BAYSWATER

Childcare - Host

Johnson and Friends Childcare Centre

FERNTREE GULLY

Childcare - Host

Kids Own Childcare Centre

CROYDON

Childcare - Host

Kool Kidz on Wellington

ROWVILLE

Childcare - Host

Kool Kidz on Taylors

ROWVILLE

Childcare - Host

Ladybug Early Learning Centre

KILSYTH

Childcare - Host

Manchester Road Early Learning Centre

MOOROOLBARK

Childcare - Host

Natural Wonders Early Learning

MOOROOLBARK

Childcare - Host

Rose Garden Childcare and Kindergarten

LILYDALE

Childcare - Host

Rugratz Retreat Early Learning Centre

BLACKBURN

Childcare - Host

Scoresby Village Childcare Centre

SCORESBY

Childcare - Host

Swinburne Childcare Centre

WANTIRNA

Childcare—Host

Upper Yarra Community House Children's Centre

YARRA JUNCTION

Civil Construction

Skill Invest

DANDENONG

Civil Construction—Host

Jotomex

MOOROOLBARK

Educational Support

Aquinas College

RINGWOOD

Education Support—Host

Croydon Special Development School

CROYDON SOUTH

Electrical

Bell Air Electrical & Air Conditioning

FERNTREE GULLY

Electrical

BJW Electrical

CROYDON

Electrical

Electrical & Data Services

BERWICK

Electrical

J & G Electrical

TEMPLESTOWE

Electrical

L & G Electrical Services

WANTIRNA

Electrical

RTP Elevator Services Pty Ltd

SURREY HILLS

Electrical

Wirez Electrical

LANGWARRIN

Engineering

AIRA - Engineering

BAYSWATER

Fitness

SAGE - Fitness

MELBOURNE

Fitness - Host

Donburn Primary School

DONCASTER EAST
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Industry

Employer/Host Name

Suburb

Fitness - Host

EFM Ringwood

RINGWOOD

Fitness - Host

ENRG Fitness

KILSYTH

Fitness—Host

Equilibrium Health & Fitness

DONCASTER EAST

Fitness - Host

Genesis Fitness

RINGWOOD

Fitness - Host

Goodlife Health Clubs

MOOROOLBARK

Fitness—Host

Jetts Rowville

Fitness—Host

Keystone Fitness Club

Fitness—Host

Upper Ferntree Gully Primary School

Food Processing

ACL

ROWVILLE
UPPER FERNTREE
GULLY
UPPER FERNTREE
GULLY
KILSYTH

Hairdressing

Allure Hairdressing

THE BASIN

Hairdressing

Birdie Hair & Beauty

Hairdressing

Fabulous Hair Design

Hairdressing

Hands on Heads Hair Design

EAST KEW
UPPER FERNTREE
GULLY
NORTH CROYDON

Hairdressing

Hot Hair & Co

Hairdressing

Lisa Maree's Hair Design

Hairdressing

Rokk Ebony

MELBOURNE

Horticulture

Jay - The Climbing Dutchman

MOUNT ELIZA

Horticulture

MEGT Australia—Horticulture

RINGWOOD

Horticulture

Tesselaar Flowers

MONBULK

Horticulture

The Minders

FERNTREE GULLY

Horticulture - Host

Whitehorse Council

NUNAWADING

Hospitality CC

Beau Monde International

DONCASTER EAST

Hospitality CC

The Templestowe Living Room

TEMPLESTOWE

Hospitality FOH

Eating House Restaurant

ROWVILLE

Hospitality FOH

Hub Play Café

BORONIA

IT

eReports

MELBOURNE

IT

Landmark Computers

BOX HILL

IT

MEGT Australia—IT

RINGWOOD

IT
IT

Monbulk College
RGIT—IT

MONBULK
MELBOURNE

IT—Host

BCC Computers

WANTIRNA

IT—Host

Rowville Secondary College

ROWVILLE

Landscaping

GRD Landscapes

CROYDON HILLS

Landscaping

KD Landscapes

NARRE WARREN

Landscaping

Liven It Up Landscapes

MITCHAM

Landscaping

Loznick Landscaping & Construction

LALOR

Landscaping

Unique Courtyards

FERNTREE GULLY

Music Production

Furstock Studios

KENSINGTON

Painting

Brush Tones Painting & Decorating

RINGWOOD EAST

Pastry Chef

The Blacksmith

BELGRAVE

Pest Control

Propest Pest Control

SOUTH CROYDON

Plumbing

ChadOak

CLAYTON

Plumbing

Choice One Plumbing

COCKATOO

Plumbing

Code Red Plumbing

OLINDA

Plumbing

CPR Plumbing Solutions Pty Ltd

MOOROOLBARK

MULGRAVE
UPPER FERNTREE
GULLY
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to all our
Employers and
Hosts
Industry

Employer/Host Name

Suburb

Plumbing

Don Jolly Plumbing

FERNTREE GULLY

Plumbing

GBE Plumbing

ROWVILLE

Plumbing

H D Roofing

SCORESBY

Plumbing

Harrison Roofing

DONCASTER EAST

Plumbing

Ian Lewis Plumbing

THE BASIN

Plumbing

Oates Roofing & Maintenance

UPWEY

Plumbing

Pipe Pro Plumbing

WARBURTON

Plumbing

Sweeney Plumbing

CROYDON HILLS

Plumbing

Toscano Plumbing

BULLEEN

Printing
Printing & Graphic Arts—Screen
Printing
Retail

The Print Shop

BORONIA

Colortek Screen Printing Pty Ltd

CARRUM DOWNS

ACA Breeders Kennels

WANTIRNA SOUTH

Retail

McDonalds

RINGWOOD

Retail

McDonalds

GLEN WAVERLEY

Retail Baking

Bakers Delight — Kilsyth

KILSYTH

Warehousing

Reece Plumbing Supplies—Box Hill

BOX HILL

Warehousing

Reece Plumbing Supplies - Croydon

CROYDON

Warehousing

Reece Plumbing Supplies - Lilydale

LILYDALE

Warehousing

Reece Plumbing Supplies—Ringwood

RINGWOOD

We are most grateful for the support
provided to the program by our employers and
hosts & would encourage you to access their
goods/services whenever the opportunity arises.

